
State historical memory policy is often indicative
of the extent to which the state respects human
rights. In an attempt to legitimize the regime and
justify repressive policies, some states falsify
history, impose censorship and crack down on
alternative viewpoints of the past. Arbitrary
arrests, fines and imprisonment, harassment and
smear campaigns against historians, journalists,
NGOs and other "history producers" daring to
contradict the official narrative, when committed
systematically, might amount to what one
historian calls "crimes against history".

As the new FIDH report demonstrates, this term is
particularly relevant to today's Russia. In 2020, the
official historical narrative, which centres on the
victory in the Second World War, has been
enshrined in the Constitution, where Russia is
presented as the "successor to the Soviet Union"
and the protector of "historical truth". Recent
memory laws restrict freedom of expression,
including the prohibition of criticism of the Soviet
Union’s actions during the Second World War,
historians like Yuri Dmitriev are prosecuted, NGOs
face “Foreign Agent” laws. The monopoly on
historical memory has become one of the pillars
of the modern Russia, and anyone who dares to
argue with the official narrative is persecuted by
the regime.
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